Distance between ‘Earth & Sun’

Hanuman Chalisa
(Sloak)
Jug sahastra yojan per Bhanu!
Leelyo taahi madhur phal janu!!

A Juga is the sum of Four Yugas (1 complete Mahayuga) with unit in divine years. Now,

i). Satiyuga = 4800 divine years
ii). Tretayuga = 3600 divine years
iii). Dwaparyuga = 2400 divine years
iv). Kaliyuga = 1200 divine years)

So, 1 Juga = (4800 + 3600 + 2400 + 1200) = 12,000 years

1 Jug = 12,000 years
1 Sahastra = 1,000
1 Yojan = 8 Miles
1 mile = 1.6kms

Yug x Sahastra x Yojan = par Bhanu
(12000 x 1000 x 8 miles) = 9,60,00,000 miles
= (9,60,00,000 x 1.6) kms
= **15,36,00,000** kms to Sun..

NASA has said that, it is the exact distance between Earth and Sun (Bhanu).
Which proves Hanuman ji did jump to Planet Sun, thinking it as a sweet fruit (Madhu phal).
It is really interesting how accurate and meaningful our ancient scriptures are....
Unfortunately it is barely recognized, interpreted accurately or realized by any one in today’s time!!